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Abstract 10 

Previous statistical maritime accident studies are focused on identifying human factors. However, the previous 11 

studies were not capable of modelling the complex interrelations that exist between these factors. As accidents 12 

are complex processes, researchers fail to agree on the contribution of each human factor. Therefore, in this 13 

research study, a new Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM)-based technique known as MALFCMs has been introduced 14 

and applied. Its novelty is the application of FCM concepts to model the relationships of accident contributors by 15 

combining historic accident data with expert opinion. Our approach is capable of integrating information obtained 16 

from real occurrences, therefore, the results can be considered more objective. Thus, in this paper, MALFCMs 17 

was applied to grounding/stranding accidents in general-cargo vessels, revealing that “unprofessional behavior”, 18 

“lack of training”, and “inadequate leadership and supervision” are the most critical factors, with a normalized 19 

importance weighting of 13.25%, 13.24%, and 13.24% respectively. 20 

 21 

Keywords: maritime accidents; human factors; marine accident learning with fuzzy cognitive maps; accident 22 

investigation. 23 
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Introduction 24 

Traditionally, maritime accidents have defined and affected negatively the shipping sector. Thus, the occurrence 25 

of a shipping accident usually triggers an automatic response from the maritime authorities; which is often 26 

translated into the development and implementation of new safety measures. However, inconsistent methods 27 

followed and inaccurate training provided to report accident adequately, and the complexity of identifying all the 28 

variables involved into a specific accident make it extremely challenging to integrate lessons learnt from past 29 

accidents into risk assessments successfully. In addition, a concise analysis of the literature indicates that human 30 

factors (HFs) had been often considered as the primary source of accidents in various industries as nuclear, 31 

aerospace (Ali Azadeh & Zarrin, 2016; O'Hare, Wiggins, Batt, & Morrison, 1994) or shipping (Graziano, Teixeira, 32 

& Guedes Soares, 2016; Kurt et al., 2016; B. Navas de Maya & Kurt, 2018; Turan et al., 2016). 33 

When modelling and analyzing a complex scenario the classification of the various factors implicated appears to 34 

be one of the most challenging aspects (Wolpert, 1992). Various authors have addressed diverse classification 35 

techniques. Nevertheless, a representative technique that could be selected as the best method has not yet been 36 

identified (Fernández-Delgado, Cernadas, Barro, & Amorim, 2014). One of the most promising solutions for 37 

classifying data sets is to apply Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs), which are extensions of cognitive maps that aim 38 

to model complex chains of casual relationships maps (Axelrod, 1976; Eden, 1988; Tolman, 1948). Although 39 

FCMs are not as well-known as other methods (Papakostas, Boutalis, Koulouriotis, & Mertzios, 2008; Papakostas, 40 

Koulouriotis, Polydoros, & Tourassis, 2012), they have been successfully applied as a classification tool in 41 

different fields, e.g. in medicine (Kannappan, Tamilarasi, & Papageorgiou, 2011; Papageorgiou & Kannappan, 42 

2012; Papageorgiou, Oikonomou, & Kannappan, 2012) or information technology (Büyüközkan & Vardaloğlu, 43 

2012). Thus, recent studies have proved that FCMs are very promising and worth of further investigation and 44 

development (Vergini & Groumpos, 2016).  45 

In order to build a traditional FCM, experts with a specific background develop a model based on their own 46 

experience, in a process composed by three stages. First, key concepts are identified within a determined area. 47 

Second, interrelationships are proposed between these concepts, identifying if these relations are positive or 48 

negative. Third, the experts estimate the causal relationship strength between each pair of factors (Papageorgiou, 49 

2010; Zare Ravasan & Mansouri, 2016). In order to identify aforementioned strength amongst concepts, various 50 

approaches are available. For instance, a common suggestion is to ask each expert to assign a value to the 51 

interrelation between two factors within the interval [0, 1]. (Dodurka, Yesil, & Urbas, 2017). Nevertheless, it is 52 
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extremely challenging for some expert to assign numeric values; hence, an alternative solution is to apply 53 

linguistic variables  to define the interrelation amongst concepts (Bart Kosko, 1986).  54 

In terms of decision support, there are two methods to analyze an FCM, which represents a given domain. First, 55 

a static analysis of the model, which is based on studying the characteristics of the weighted directed graph that 56 

represent the model, using graph theory techniques. The most important feature that should be studied on an static 57 

analysis is the feedback cycles that exist in the graph (Tsadiras et al., 2001). Second, a dynamic analysis of the 58 

model can be performed to explore the impact in the decision process with time. Within this approach, given an 59 

interaction matrix and an initial state vector, the final resulting state can provide information regarding any impacts 60 

or changes made to the system. Furthermore, by executing a dynamic analysis, it is possible to study the system 61 

from a “what-if” perspective (M. S. Khan & Quaddus, 2004). 62 

Mathematical representation of an FCM 63 

Figure 1 illustrates a simple FCM representation, in which each concept is used to represent an entity, a variable, 64 

or a characteristic of the system. (Xirogiannis & Glykas, 2004). Within an FCM, each of the concepts is 65 

represented by a number, Ci, that represents its value within the interval [0,1] (León, Rodriguez, García, Bello, & 66 

Vanhoof, 2010). Thus, it is possible to identify three different connections between the concepts modelled within 67 

an FCM (i.e. positive, negative or neutral), which represents the nature of their respective influence (A. Azadeh, 68 

Salehi, Arvan, & Dolatkhah, 2014; León et al., 2010). 69 

 70 

Figure 1. A simple representation of an FCM (Beatriz Navas de Maya, Kurt, & Turan, 2018). 71 

Thus, in order to create successfully a dynamic FCM, it is necessary to establish three components. First, an 72 

interaction matrix. Second, an initial state vector, which provides the initial value of the concepts in the scenario 73 

being modelled at any point in time (t). Finally, a threshold function, which aims to reduce unbounded inputs to 74 

a strict range, to maintain the stability of the qualitative model (Mohr, 1997). Although there are plenty threshold 75 

functions available, the Sigmoid function gives any possible value within the interval [0,1] (A. Azadeh et al., 76 
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2014; Xiao, Chen, & Li, 2012) and it has been proved that using this function provides greater benefits (Bueno & 77 

Salmeron, 2009). In addition, a traditional formula to calculate the values of the concepts in an FCM is provided 78 

in Equation 1. 79 

𝐴𝑖
(𝑡+1) = 𝑓(𝐴𝑖

(𝑡) + ∑ 𝑊𝑗𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=1,𝑗≠1

𝐴𝑗
(𝑡)) 80 

Equation 1. Traditional formula to calculate the values of the concepts represented in an FCM over time. 81 

Where 𝐴𝑖
(𝑡+1)

 represents the value of Ci at the step t+1, f is the threshold function which assures that the concept’s 82 

value is limited within the interval [0, 1], 𝑊𝑗𝑖 represents the weight between both concepts Ci and Cj, and 𝐴𝑗
(𝑡)

 is 83 

the value of the concept Cj at step t. 84 

Although an FCM is an alternative and powerful method to model and analyze dynamic interactions between 85 

concepts or systems, it has an important limitation. As FCMs are designed to transcribe experts’ opinion, its 86 

weaknesses lay on the uncertainty related with each expert’s response. As a result, an FCM can equally encode 87 

the experts’ lack of knowledge. Therefore, the reliability of a traditional FCM is linked to the experts’ knowledge, 88 

background and familiarity with the topic that is being addressed. 89 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First, the methodology, which comprises the proposed FCM-based 90 

technique, (i.e. the MALFCMs method), will be further explained. Second, the next sections will address the 91 

results and discussions. Finally, conclusions of this study will be summarized. 92 

Methodology 93 

Data selection 94 

For the purpose of this case study, marine accidents involving UK vessels worldwide and all vessels operating in 95 

UK territorial waters between 2011 and 2016 were analyzed. In addition, grounding/stranding accidents in general 96 

cargo vessels were selected for this study due to the higher number of data entries when compared with other 97 

accidents and vessel categories, as highlighted in de Maya, Babaleye, and Kurt (2019). 98 

Marine Accident Learning with Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 99 

Maritime accidents are complex processes in which usually there is more than a HF solely responsible for the 100 

accident outcome. Hence, developing a model that considers not only each HF independently but also all 101 

interactions between HFs to obtain the final contribution of each HF into accidents comes to importance in this 102 

study. Thus, in order to overcome aforementioned limitations of traditional FCMs, a method for Marine Accident 103 
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Learning with Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (MALFCMs) is proposed and applied in this paper, with the aim to establish 104 

weights for HFs involved in maritime accidents successfully. Within this new method, each FCM is developed 105 

through establishing relationships between factors from past accident experiences and, combining the results with 106 

expert opinion. Therefore, the results from the technique followed in this paper might be considered more 107 

objective, as this new approach overcomes the main disadvantage of fuzzy cognitive maps (i.e. the subjective 108 

results and knowledge deficiencies between experts). 109 

MALFCMs method is a Fuzzy Cognitive Map-based technique, which has been designed to combine expert 110 

knowledge with lesson learnt from past accident experiences, aiming to provide results that are more reliable. As 111 

the inputs for the scenario being modelled are partially obtained from real maritime accidents, the subjective 112 

results and knowledge deficiencies between experts are reduced by applying this method. Thus, MALFCM 113 

method could be described in four main stages: 1) Historical data analysis stage. 2) Expert opinions stage. 3) FCM 114 

stage and 4) Consolidation of results stage. The MALFCM method developed by the authors has been already 115 

introduced in a previous paper (de Maya et al., 2019). The method has been applied and tested for different case 116 

studies to finalize the methodology for the historical data analysis stage (de Maya et al., 2019; B. Navas de Maya 117 

& Kurt, 2018; Beatriz Navas de Maya et al., 2018) 118 

Thus, this paper is making a significant advancement by reporting the complete MALFCM framework which now 119 

includes the expert opinion stage, demonstrates results from a completed case study for the first time and conducts 120 

a sensitivity analysis to compare results against results obtained from solely from historical data analysis stage 121 

(de Maya et al., 2019). Results of sensitivity analysis are used to decide on the appropriateness of applying 122 

different coefficients to FCMs obtained from historical data and expert data stages, in order to reach a mixed 123 

weight. Figure 2 shows the procedure followed to calculate the weights of HFs. 124 
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 125 

Figure 2. Weights of HFs calculation flowchart. 126 

Results 127 

MALFCM: Historical data analysis stage 128 

MALFCM method can be perfectly applied exclusively to historical data, expert opinion or both. For the purpose 129 

of this paper, first, the findings for the historical data analysis that were obtained by de Maya et al. (2019) are 130 

used as a starting point and enhanced with including static FCM analysis reported in Figure 3. Then, previous 131 

findings are combined with the results from the MALFCM: Expert opinion stage, which is developed in this paper.  132 

In de Maya et al. (2019), historical data for maritime accidents involving UK vessels worldwide and all vessels 133 

operating in UK territorial waters between 2011 and 2016 was obtained and analyzed. Thus, general cargo vessels 134 

were selected due to the higher number of data entries when compared with other vessel categories, and nine HFs 135 

were identified as highly contributing into maritime accidents, as shown in Table 1. 136 

Table 1. HFs involved into grounding/stranding accidents in general cargo vessels. Period 2011-2016. (de Maya et al., 2019) 137 
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No HF description 

HF1  Improper design, installation and working environment  

HF2 Inadequate leadership and supervision 

HF3 
Inadequate safety management system: Inadequate procedures or deviation from Standard Operating Procedure 

(SOP) 

HF4 Inadequate safety management system: Substandard monitoring 

HF5  Lack of communication and coordination  

HF6 Lack of safety culture 

HF7 Lack of training  

HF8 Lack of, improper or late maintenance 

HF9 Unprofessional behaviour 

 138 

Static and dynamic analysis of the FCM 139 

A static analysis of the FCM defined by de Maya et al. (2019) is provided at this stage, in order to observe and 140 

analyse the feedback cycles that exist in the FCM graph. Figure 3 provides an insight into the FCM graph, to show 141 

the relative importance of concepts and the causal effects between nodes at this time. 142 

 143 

Figure 3. Static analysis of FCM for grounding/stranding accidents in general cargo vessels. Historical data analysis stage. 144 

Period 2011-2016. 145 

Cycles are formed in the model as a result of direct and indirect relationships. Thus, each cycle within the graph 146 

is accompanied by a sign, which is obtained by multiplying the sigh of all the arcs that participate in the cycle. 147 
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Positive cycles are characterized by amplifying any change that is introduce into the system, while negative cycles 148 

counteract any initial change that is introduced into the system (Tsadiras et al., 2001). However, for the system 149 

being modelled on this paper, no negative cycles are identified. Table 2 provides the main cycles initiated with 150 

HF1, which were identified from the static analysis of the FCM created for the historical data analysis stage. Thus, 151 

the model provided on Figure 3 is rich of cycles. At this stage it is not possible to know which cycles will prevail 152 

(even for model with less cycles it is difficult to predict). Thus, it is challenging to make scenarios, predictions 153 

and draw conclusions by considering all these cycles from the system. For this reason, a dynamic analysis is 154 

required. 155 

Thus, a dynamic analysis of the FCM was performed on de Maya et al. (2019) by applying Equation 1 until 156 

equilibrium was reached. In addition, Table 13 includes the results from the dynamic analysis that was performed 157 

by de Maya et al. (2019), and compares aforementioned resutls with the findings oftained from this study. 158 

Table 2. Main cycles identified for grounding/stranding accidents in general cargo vessels. Historical data analysis stage. 159 

Period 2011-2016. 160 

No Cycles No Cycles 

1 HF1-HF7- HF1 14 HF1-HF9-HF1 

2 HF1-HF7-HF2-HF3-HF9-HF1 15 HF1-HF9-HF2-HF3-HF7-HF1 

3 HF1-HF7-HF3-HF2-HF4-HF9-HF1 16 HF1-HF9-HF2-HF5-HF7-HF1 

4 HF1-HF7-HF3-HF2-HF6-HF9-HF1 17 HF1-HF9-HF2-HF6-HF7-HF1 

5 HF1-HF7-HF3-HF2-HF9-HF1 18 HF1-HF9-HF2-HF7-HF1 

6 HF1-HF7-HF3-HF9-HF1 19 HF1-HF9-HF3-HF2-HF5-HF7-HF1 

7 HF1-HF7- HF5-HF2-HF3-HF9-HF1 20 HF1-HF9-HF3-HF2-HF6-HF7-HF1 

8 HF1-HF7- HF5-HF2-HF9-HF1 21 HF1-HF9-HF3-HF2-HF7-HF1 

9 HF1-HF7-HF6-HF2-HF3-HF9-HF1 22 HF1-HF9-HF3-HF7-HF1 

10 HF1-HF7-HF6-HF2-HF9-HF1 23 HF1-HF9-HF6-HF2-HF5-HF7-HF1 

11 HF1-HF7-HF6-HF9-HF1 24 HF1-HF9-HF6-HF2-HF7-HF1 

12 HF1-HF7-HF9-HF1 25 HF1-HF9-HF6-HF7-HF1 

13 HF1-HF8-HF1 26 HF1-HF9-HF7-HF1 

 161 
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MALFCM: Expert opinion stage 162 

Data collection 163 

Questionnaires are commonly used to collect expert opinion within the FCM literature (Hossain, 2006; Tsadiras 164 

et al., 2001). Thus, in this study each participant completed an online questionnaire, which presented a long list 165 

of questions regarding the nine HFs defined on Table 1. With regard to each factor, three type of closed questions 166 

were included into the questionnaire. The first type included general questions related with the background of 167 

each participant. The second type typically asked how influential a particular factor is to contribute into maritime 168 

accidents. A response was selected from the alternatives “None”, “Very low”, “Low”, “Medium”, “High”, “Very 169 

high”, and “Very very high”. In addition, the answers to this set of questions would allow defining the state vector 170 

for the expert opinion stage. Finally, the last type was designed to allocate strength values to the interrelationship 171 

amongst HFs. Hence, this set typically asked, given a change in “Factor a”, what would be the effect on “Factor 172 

b”. A response was selected from the alternatives “None”, “Very small”, “Small”, “Moderate”, “Big”, “Very big”, 173 

and “Very very big”. Thus, the answers to this set of questions would allow defining the interaction matrix for the 174 

expert opinion stage. An extract from the questionnaire, is included in Table 3. 175 

Table 3. Extract from the questionnaire. 176 

No Questions 

Q8  
How influential an improper design, installation or working environment is in terms of contributing into maritime 

accidents? 

Q35 
Given a change in design, installation or working environment, what would be the effect on leadership and 

supervision 

Participants description and participants answers 177 

For this case study, three selected experts (which are referred to as Participant1, 2 and 3) completed the 178 

questionnaire. Skill and experienced participants on the areas of HFs, ship operations and accident investigations 179 

were selected in order to have a positive effect on the results.Oncethe questionnaire was completed, all the answer 180 

were collected and analyzed. An interaction matrix was created for each participant, expressed in linguistic terms. 181 

Table 4 shows as an example the state vector created by Participant1, which was populated with his/her answers 182 

to the second type of questions. In addition, Table 5 provides the interaction matrix created by Participant1, which 183 

was populated with his/her answers to the third type of questions, as described above. 184 

Table 4. Initial state vector created by Participant1 by applying linguistic terms. 185 
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  HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 HF8 HF9 

 Low Medium Very low Medium None Low Very low Very low High 

 186 

Table 5. Interaction matrix created by Participant1 by applying linguistic terms. 187 

 
HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 HF8 HF9 

HF1 - Small Very small Small Very small Moderate Very small Moderate  Big 

HF2 None - Big Big Big Big Moderate Moderate Very big 

HF3 None Small - Small Small Moderate Very small Very small Moderate 

HF4 None Small Small - Moderate Moderate Very small Big Moderate 

HF5 None Big Moderate Small - Big Very small Small Big 

HF6 None Very big Moderate Moderate Moderate - Big Big Very big 

HF7 None Very small Small Small Small Moderate - Small Moderate 

HF8 None None Very small Moderate Very small Small None - Moderate 

HF9 None Moderate Very small Moderate Moderate Big Very small Moderate - 

Construction of individual FCMs 188 

The next step involved the conversion of the individual FCMs derived at the previous step, expressed in linguistic 189 

terms, into numerical expressed FCMs. As described in the literature, a linguistic weight might be transformed 190 

into numerical values by means of a linguistic-numerical conversion. Therefore, the five linguistic conversion 191 

proposed by Tsadiras et al. (2001) was adapted to include the seven linguistic terms used by participants in this 192 

study, which were equated to values ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum value of 1. The conversion 193 

measures applied are shown in Table 6. Aforementioned conversion measures were applied to transform the 194 

participants’ FCMs into numerical expressed FCMs.  195 

Table 6. Fuzzy conversion measures for the state vector and the interaction matrix. 196 

Fuzzy linguistic terms used in the 

questionnaire for the state vector 
None 

Very 

low 
Low Medium High 

Very 

high 

Very 

very high 

Fuzzy numerical weights 0.000 0.165 0.330 0.495 0.660 0.825 1.000 

Fuzzy linguistic terms used in the 

questionnaire for the interaction matrix 
None 

Very 

small 
Small Moderate Big 

Very 

big 

Very 

very big 

Fuzzy numerical weights 0.000 0.165 0.330 0.495 0.660 0.825 1.000 

 197 
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Analysis of expertise level from experts involved 198 

All the FCMs have been transformed from linguistic into numeric FCMs at this stage. Thus, the individual FCMs 199 

needs to be aggregated in order to create a unique FCM, which reflects the knowledge of all participants. In this 200 

regard, relevant data is substituted into Equation 2 (Kandasamy & Smarandache, 2003; Bart Kosko, 1992). 201 

𝐹 =∑𝑤𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝐹𝑖 202 

Equation 2. Formula to calculate the credibility weight. 203 

Where Fi represents the FCM matrix for participant i, n is equal to the number of participants, and wi indicates the 204 

credibility weight for participant i. 205 

As some experts may be more credible than others, their contribution is multiplied in this study by a coefficient, 206 

wi, before combining it with other expert opinions, as shown in Equation 2. Many authors in the literature have 207 

defended the use of wi=1 (Taber, 1987). Nevertheless, as the participants within this study had various credentials 208 

and expertise areas, it was not reasonable to assume the same credibility weight for each participant. Therefore, 209 

the credibility weighting for each expert was established by adapting the method developed by (Hossain, 2006). 210 

Within this method, numeric values are associated to a person’s expertise, in order to provide a relative numeric 211 

measure. Each participant’s background is drawn to establish if they met each criterion. For each criterion that is 212 

successfully met, the associated numeric value to that criterion is assigned to the participant. Thus, all numeric 213 

values are totaled resulting in a credibility weigh defined, which is unique for each participant. Hence, credibility 214 

weights are substituted into Equation 2, resulting in an FCM matrix. Finally, this process is followed by a 215 

normalization step (Tsadiras et al., 2001), as show in Equation 3. 216 

𝐹 =
∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖
∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

 217 

Equation 3. Formula to calculate the interaction matrix resulting from combining all participants’ results. 218 

Table 7 shows the criteria that was considered to assign credibility weights for each expert. In addition, Table 8 219 

provides the key to the criteria table, which was adapted from (Hossain, 2006). Finally, Table 9 indicates the 220 

credibility value assigned to each participant. 221 

Table 7. Criteria to assign credibility weights. Adapted from (Hossain, 2006) 222 
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No 
Criteria to be used for 

participants 

Why this criterion is important to determine the 

credibility of each participant for this specific 

research? 

Numerical value 

associated with this 

criteria 

1 
The participant possesses 

a solid background on 

accident investigation 

The participant has a low/standard/high level of 

understanding how maritime accidents are investigated. 

The participant is able to offer insight and information 

to this research based on its own expertise/academic 

level. 

2 to 4 

2 
The participant possesses 

a solid background on 

HFs 

The participant has a low/standard/high level HFs 

understanding. The participant is able to offer insight 

and information to this research based on its own 

expertise/academic level. 

3 to 5 

3 
The participant possesses 

a solid background on 

ship operations 

The participant has a low/standard/high level of 

understanding how ship are operated. The participant is 

able to offer insight and information to this research 

based on its own expertise/academic level. 

2 to 4 

 223 

Table 8. Key to criteria table. Adapted from (Hossain, 2006). 224 

 Factor assessed Expert answer Score for credibility weight 

Q1: Knowledge level regarding accident 

investigation 

1 to 2 2 

3 3 

4 to 5 4 

Q2: Knowledge level regarding HFs 

1 to 2 3 

3 4 

4 to 5 5 

Q3: Knowledge level regarding ship operation 

1 to 2 2 

3 3 

4 to 5 4 

 225 

Table 9. Credibility weights assigned to participants. 226 

No Participant 
Answer to question 

Credibility value 
Q1 Q2 Q3 

Participant1 4 4 4 12 

Participant2 4 5 4 13 

Participant3 3 5 3 11 

 227 

Aggregation of expert opinion, establishment of interaction matrix & state vector based on expert opinion 228 

Once the credibility value for each participant was calculated in the previous step, Equation 3 is applied to obtain 229 

the interaction matrix and the state vector, which results from combining the answers from all the participants by 230 

also taking into account their level of expertise. Table 10 shows the initial state vector (St.0) for the expert opinion 231 

stage, while Table 11 represents the interaction matrix obtained. 232 
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Table 10. Initial state vector resulting from the aggregation of participants’ state vectors. 233 

  HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 HF8 HF9 

 0.280 0.536 0.266 0.284 0.110 0.170 0.367 0.115 0.490 

 234 

Table 11. Interaction matrix resulting from the aggregation of participants’ interaction matrices. 235 

 
HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 HF8 HF9 

HF1 - 0.170 0.234 0.289 0.234 0.284 0.445 0.555 0.600 

HF2 0.000 - 0.610 0.669 0.619 0.732 0.665 0.463 0.605 

HF3 0.000 0.312 - 0.229 0.289 0.403 0.545 0.293 0.385 

HF4 0.000 0.422 0.289 - 0.394 0.344 0.234 0.509 0.709 

HF5 0.000 0.591 0.344 0.170 - 0.399 0.426 0.289 0.449 

HF6 0.000 0.640 0.225 0.385 0.335 - 0.651 0.399 0.706 

HF7 0.000 0.486 0.500 0.339 0.449 0.454 - 0.348 0.495 

HF8 0.000 0.119 0.055 0.335 0.055 0.339 0.238 - 0.335 

HF9 0.000 0.605 0.284 0.385 0.284 0.449 0.435 0.344 - 

 236 

Dynamic FCM to Obtain the Weights of Accident Contributing HFs Obtained from Expert Opinion 237 

A dynamic analysis of the FCM is performed by applying Equation 1. Table 12 provides the initial state vector 238 

(St.0) and the dynamic evolution of the FCM until equilibrium is reached, which occurs before step 8 (St.8). In 239 

addition, Figure 4 shows the iterative process followed until equilibrium is reached. 240 

Table 12. Calculation of steady states for grounding/stranding accidents in general cargo vessels. Expert opinion stage. 241 

Period 2011-2016. 242 

  HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 HF8 HF9 

St.0 0.280 0.536 0.266 0.284 0.110 0.170 0.367 0.115 0.490 

St.1 0.500 0.713 0.707 0.718 0.722 0.759 0.748 0.735 0.766 

St.2 0.500 0.919 0.859 0.880 0.869 0.918 0.928 0.902 0.952 

St.3 0.500 0.951 0.902 0.920 0.911 0.951 0.957 0.935 0.974 

St.4 0.500 0.955 0.908 0.926 0.917 0.956 0.961 0.940 0.977 

St.5 0.500 0.956 0.909 0.926 0.918 0.956 0.962 0.941 0.977 

St.6 0.500 0.956 0.910 0.926 0.918 0.956 0.962 0.941 0.977 

St.7 0.500 0.956 0.910 0.927 0.918 0.956 0.962 0.941 0.977 

St.8 0.500 0.956 0.910 0.927 0.918 0.956 0.962 0.941 0.977 
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 243 

 244 

Figure 4. Dynamic FCM for grounding/stranding accidents in general cargo vessels until equilibrium is reached. Expert 245 

opinion stage. Period 2011-2016. 246 

Sensitivity Analysis 247 

In addition, to combine the results obtained from both data sources (i.e. historical data and expert judgement), a 248 

sensitivity analysis is conducted in the fourth stage of the MALFCMS method. The purpose of a sensitivity 249 

analysis is to understand how the uncertainty in the output of a mathematical model or system can be divided and 250 

allocated to different sources of uncertainty in its inputs. Hence, as the aim of this stage is to combine the outputs 251 

from the historical data and expert opinion analyses, a sensitivity analysis seems adequate to perform this task. 252 

Thus, sensitivity analyses have been already applied in the literature to merge the outputs from expert analysis 253 

and questionnaires (A. Azadeh et al., 2014). Hence, in order to combine the finding from the historical data 254 

analysis stage obtained by de Maya et al. (2019) and the expert opinion stage developed on this study, a sensitivity 255 

analysis is performed in this section. Table 13 includes the weights of each HF normalized from both, the historical 256 

data analysis stage and the expert opinion stage, and the final weights proposed, in which the same importance 257 

has been assigned to both sources of data. In addition, Figure 5 represent the sensitivity analysis to provide a better 258 

understanding of the process. 259 
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Table 13. Sensitivity analysis to combine the results from the historical data analysis stage and the expert opinion stage. 260 

HF 
Normalized historical data results (%) 

(de Maya et al., 2019) 
Normalized experts' results (%) 

Final 

weights (%) 

HF1  10.342 6.213 8.2775 

HF2 14.588 11.882 13.235 

HF3 11.239 11.302 11.2705 

HF4 8.73 11.513 10.1215 

HF5  8.822 11.409 10.1155 

HF6 8.614 11.884 10.249 

HF7  14.524 11.955 13.2395 

HF8 8.792 11.697 10.2445 

HF9 14.348 12.144 13.246 

 261 

Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis to combine the results from the expert opinion stage and the historical data analysis stage. 262 

Discussion 263 

In this section, data is used to weight each HF involved into grounding/stranding accidents in cargo vessels. Two 264 

sources of data are employed to calculate final weights for each HF. The first source is an historical accident 265 

database, while the second source is the data collected from questionnaires. 266 

According to results of the dynamic analysis of the FCM created within the historical data analysis stage, “HF2: 267 

Inadequate leadership and supervision”, “HF7: Lack of training” and “HF9: Unprofessional behavior” were 268 
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identified as the main contributing factor (de Maya et al., 2019). In addition, the dynamic analysis of the FCM 269 

created within this study (i.e. the FCM obtained from the expert opinion stage) revealed similar results. Based on 270 

the participants’ answers, “HF9: Unprofessional behavior” was identified as the main human-contributing factor, 271 

followed by “HF7: Lack of training”, “HF6: Lack of safety culture”, and “HF2: Inadequate leadership and 272 

supervision”. Thus, these results are in line with the findings from the historical accident database. Nevertheless, 273 

the main disagreement between both FCM created occurs for “HF1: Improper design, installation and working 274 

environment”, which was identified by participants as the less influential factor into maritime accidents, while it 275 

has a medium importance according with de Maya et al. (2019). In addition, similar situation occurs for “HF6: 276 

Lack of safety culture”, which has the lowest contribution based on the database analysis, but it was ranked third 277 

place by experts. 278 

Finally, the two set of weights obtained are mixed together to reach more reliable weights for each HF. It should 279 

be noticed that equal coefficients (i.e. both coefficients are 0.5) are used for the weights derived from historical 280 

data and participants’ views). Nevertheless, a sensitivity analysis has been further proposed to examine how 281 

important are the coefficients used to reach a mixed weight. Figure 5 shows the changes on final weights by 282 

changing the coefficient from 0.1 to 0.9, which has been used to combine both FCMs results. It is possible to 283 

observe that “HF1: Improper design, installation and working environment” is the most sensitive factor to 284 

changing the coefficients “expert opinion-historical accident data”, as there is a 4.129% difference between the 285 

maximum and the minimum value of this factor. In addition, the least sensitive factor to changes in its value is 286 

“HF3: Inadequate safety management system: Inadequate procedures or deviation from SOP”, which remains 287 

almost insensitive to changing the coefficients’ distribution. Thus, this insensitivity is a good indicator of the 288 

ability to compare together historical accident data and expert opinion. 289 

Clearly, the mixed solution proposed (i.e. both coefficients having the same importance) is in line with the 290 

previous results obtained, as “HF9: Unprofessional behavior”, “HF7: Lack of training” and “HF2: Inadequate 291 

leadership and supervision” remains the top three human-contributing factors into grounding/stranding accidents 292 

in cargo vessels. 293 

Conclusions 294 

In this study, a FCM-based technique, Marine Accident Learning with Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (MALFCMs) is 295 

proposed and applied for the calculation of the weights for HFs involved into grounding/stranding accidents in 296 

cargo vessels. The aim of this paper was to apply the full MALFCM approach to obtain the weight of each HF 297 
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from two different sources (i.e. historical accident data (de Maya et al., 2019) and expert opinion) to overcome 298 

the main disadvantage of traditional FCMs. Thus, human-contributing factors obtained from both sources were 299 

analyzed and presented in the previous sections. 300 

Based on the previous results, MALFCM method can be considered to represent the reality of accidents within 301 

the maritime sector well, as the maritime sector already recognizes the high contribution of skill-based factors 302 

such as “supervision”, “training”, or “behavior” into maritime accidents. Finally, the sensitivity analysis 303 

performed in this paper revealed that both results may be combined together, and equal coefficients are proposed 304 

for both historical data and expert opinion. Thus, the mixed weights obtained as a result of this combination reflect 305 

satisfactory the weights obtained separately for each stage (i.e. “HF9: Unprofessional behavior”, “HF7: Lack of 306 

training” and “HF2: Inadequate leadership and supervision” remains the top three human-contributing factors). 307 

As seen from this study, the proposed model rank accident contributing factors effectively and the results are in 308 

line with similar studies from the literature. In addition, MALFCM has the potential to be applied to other sectors 309 

in which historical accident databases are available (e.g. aviation sector). Finally, as the weights obtained from 310 

MALFCM are ranked, efforts must be focused on identifying appropriate strategies to address the top contributing 311 

factors, and therefore enhance overall safety. Thus, the results from MALFCM method can be linked to risk 312 

assessment, to address the human contribution into accident in a more effective way. Overall, MALFCM has a 313 

great potential to address safety assessment of complex models by appropriately integrating existing data and 314 

expert opinion. 315 

Finally, in a future study, the developed MALFCMs methodology can be applied to additional accident databases 316 

and taxonomies not only in the maritime sector but also in other sector in which human factors have a high 317 

contribution into accidents (e.g. aviation, nuclear, etc.). Thus, the proposed MALFCMs approach can be also 318 

applied to different vessels (e.g. passenger vessels, fishing vessels, etc.) and accident categories (e.g. contact, fire 319 

and explosion, etc.). 320 
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